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Abstract 

 

This paper presents semi-automated methods for corpus compilation developed over the past few years in the context 

of research on the “web as/for corpus”. These methods and tools have already proved extremely useful for the quick 

compilation of ad hoc monolingual/multilingual corpora for terminology extraction  (Baroni and Bernardini 2004; 

Baroni et al. 2009; Bernardini and Ferraresi 2013), but  have recently started to attract attention also in the context of 

corpus-based Critical Discourse Analysis, where flexible tools for the compilation and exploration of corpora might be 

promising allies in the effort to join forces between corpus linguistics and critical studies (Gabrielatos 2007; Baker 2008; 

Wild et al. 2013).  

For their characteristics, these quick ad hoc corpora might prove particularly useful in research and teaching contexts 

dealing with issues whose topicality requires continuous updating of the resources, as is the case with the corpora for 

immigration and sustainable tourism discussed in the present paper. In the first case study, a corpus consisting of the 

complete debate on the Immigration Bill 2014 was compiled automatically, to provide a comprehensive overview of the 

parliamentary debate in the context of classroom activities with postgraduate students in Modern Languages for 

International Cooperation. In the second case study a corpus of texts taken from the official website of the World 

Tourism Organization (WTO)  was compiled  through the automatic extraction of keywords from a small pilot corpus 

representative of  ‘discourse’ within this specific organization. In both cases the corpora were meant to provide a 

snapshot of ongoing discourse, as a complement to more focused qualitative research carried out with other methods or 

to prompt classroom discussion. The examples reported are indicative of the possible benefits of integrating corpora 

built ‘on demand’ in the context of research or classroom activities not necessarily centred on corpus linguistics alone.  

1. Background and aims 

In recent years several tools and methods for corpus compilation have been developed in the context of research on the 

“web as/for corpus”, which have already proved extremely useful for the creation of large general purpose reference 

corpora for a variety of languages as well as for the creation of monolingual/multilingual corpora for terminology 

extraction  (Baroni and Bernardini 2004; Baroni et al. 2009; Bernardini and Ferraresi 2013). More recently these corpora 

have attracted attention in the context of corpus-based Critical Discourse Analysis, where flexible tools for the 

compilation and exploration of corpora (e.g. WebBootCaT and Sketch Engine) seem to be promising allies in the effort 

to join forces between corpus linguistics and critical studies (Gabrielatos 2007; Baker 2008; Wild et al. 2013).  
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Without questioning the validity of the established practice of building carefully compiled traditional corpora, 

(especially for the purposes of Critical Discourse Analysis) this paper aims to show whether the possibility of creating 

ad hoc corpora in a few minutes for a variety of domains and genres can contribute to spread the use of quantitative 

evidence to support, validate and stimulate the work of researchers primarily engaged in qualitative analysis of language 

data.  For their characteristics, these quick ad hoc corpora could be defined as ‘renewable corpora’, since they are easily 

and rapidly created and recreated on the basis of customized criteria and variable parameters, as well as ‘sustainable 

corpora’, since they can be maintained, updated and regenerated at an extremely favorable cost-effectiveness ratio. 

These characteristics make them particularly useful in research and teaching contexts dealing with issues whose 

topicality requires continuous updating of the resources. The examples reported below in Section 3 are indicative of the 

possible benefits of using corpora quickly built ‘on demand’ in the context of research or classroom activities, where 

they performed quite well even as single use corpora to prompt classroom discussion or to provide subsidiary 

quantitative evidence to complement research carried out with other methods  

2. Methods and tools 

The tools and methods presented in this paper have now become a standard in the creation of specialized corpora for 

translation purposes as a development of the practice of creating Do-It-Yourself, ‘quick-and-dirty’, disposable corpora 

(Zanettin 2002). More specifically, the paper deals with corpora compiled through a semi-automated process using 

either BootCaT (Baroni and Bernardini 2004), a stand-alone software, or WebBootCaT, a service available through the 

Sketch Engine website1. The key feature of these tools is that they take as a starting point for corpus compilation just a 

number key words or phrases which the user considers likely to occur in the domain for which a corpus is going to be 

built These words are called ‘seeds’ and are transformed by the system into a set of automated queries submitted to an 

ordinary search engine. Thus, if the intention is to create a corpus on alternative forms of tourism based on issues 

regarding sustainability and responsibility, one can input the words “tourism”, “sustainable”, “responsible”, “green”, 

“nature”, “environment”, “eco-friendly” and let the software perform the search, download and clean the text, and 

compile the corpus (see Gatto 2014: 140ff). An alternative procedure allowed by the tool is to compile a corpus using a 

number of known URLs: in this case the system automatically performs the crawl, downloads and cleans the texts, and 

returns them to the user in the form of a corpus in text-only (.txt) format for analysis with the most common 

concordancers.   

Whether used in the standalone version or through the Sketch Engine, these systems pose a common challenge in terms 

of strategies to ‘bootstrap’ the process of corpus compilation. In particular, choosing the seed terms has been recognized 

as a particularly sensitive area, as discussed in Gabrielatos (2007: 6), because of the tension between  “creating a corpus 

in which all the texts are relevant, but which does not contain all relevant texts available in the database, and, [on the 

other], creating a corpus which does contain all available relevant texts, albeit at the expense of irrelevant texts also 

being included”. For this reason, it is important not to rely simply on intuition when choosing the seeds, and search for 

alternative ways to make sure that seed terms are not arbitrarily chosen. Several solutions have been described in works 

by Gabrielatos (2007), Zanettin (2012) and Bernardini (2013), depending on the research aims.  

                                                           
1 BootCaT can be downloaded for free from the developers’ website http://bootcat.dipintra.it/. WebBootCat can be accessed by 

registered users from https://www.sketchengine.co.uk/ 
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This is the case with the two corpora for immigration and sustainable tourism discussed in the present paper. Since the 

corpora presented in this paper were aimed at providing a snapshot of discourse within specific discourse communities, 

crawl form URLs was prioritized in the first case study, whereas the compilation of a small ‘pilot’ corpus from known 

URLs in order to extract more controlled keywords to use as seeds was opted for in the second case study. In the first 

case study, a corpus was compiled automatically to provide a comprehensive overview of the parliamentary debate on 

the Immigration Bill 2014, in the context of classroom activities with postgraduate students in Modern Languages for 

International Cooperation. The corpus was queried for key words like MIGRANT or IMMIGRANT to investigate 

patterns of usage for these words in this specific context, and proved extremely useful in foregrounding the role played 

by specific lexico-grammar patterns in the creation of what could be termed in Van Dijk’s terminology as in-groups and 

out-groups (Van Dijk 2006: 126). In the second case study a corpus of texts taken from the official website of the World 

Tourism Organization (WTO) was compiled through the automatic extraction of keywords obtained from a small pilot 

corpus obtained by crawling the web starting from the URLs derived from links in the “UNWTO A to Z” in the website 

home page.  

3. Case studies 

3.1. “People who have no right to be here” in the Debate on the Immigration Bill 2014 

The first case study concerns a preliminary investigation of the 2014 Immigration Bill, performed in classroom activities 

with a group of postgraduate students in a Modern Languages for International Cooperation MA Programme at the 

University of Bari2. Corpus-based investigations of the representation of migrants, immigrants, refugees and asylum-

seeker are among the seminal and most influential research projects aimed at evaluating the “useful synergy” between 

corpus linguistics and Critical Discourse Analysis (Baker et. al 2007; Gabrielatos and Baker 2008). Also relevant is the 

dissemination of results from research by “The Migration Observatory” at the University of Oxford3. In the present case 

study the aim was simply to have a comprehensive overview of the parliamentary debate on the Immigration Bill 2014, 

and a corpus consisting of the complete debate was compiled by performing an automatic download of the texts from 

the URLs corresponding to each stage of the debate (as available at the British Parliament website)4. The resulting data 

set was a 200.026 word corpus, compiled and Part-of-Speech tagged, which was ready to be queried online through the 

Sketch Engine in less than 10 minutes.  

The starting point for the investigation was the list of keywords extracted by the system using enTenTen 2012 as a 

reference corpus5. Apart from the list of proper nouns of MPs and the presence of abbreviations like Hon., or of personal 

address markers as Friend and Mr Speaker, which clearly reflect the specific genre of the Parliamentary debate, the list 

of keywords retrieved basically outlined the main concerns of the debate in terms of both discourse situation (clause, 

amendment, …) and issues at stake (landlords lettings, devolved, NHS surcharge etc.…), as shown in Figure 1. below: 

 

                                                           
2 The compilation of the 2014 Immigration Bill corpus was part of classroom activities in the English Language and Translation 

course in the a.y. 2014-2015. The students accessed WebBootCat through a one-month free trial registration to the Sketch Engine. 
3 http://www.migrationobservatory.ox.ac.uk/ 
4 http://services.parliament.uk/bills/2013-14/immigration/stages.html 
5 enTenTen 2012 is a member of a family of web corpora made available through the Sketch Engine. See 

https://www.sketchengine.co.uk/ententen-corpus/ 
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  IMMIGRATION_POLICY  enTenTen [2012]   

       

       

Word  Freq Freq/mill   Freq Freq/mill  Score 

Landlords  245 1075.2  49,407 3.8  223.8 

Clause  384 1685.2  105,152 8.1  185.1 

Devolved  57 250.1  8,437 0.7  152.2 

Clause  101 443.2  28,698 2.2  138.3 

amendment  294 1290.2  138,993 10.7  110.2 

immigration  414 1816.9  204,194 15.7  108.6 

first-tier  27 118.5  1,429 0.1  107.6 

Tribunal  105 460.8  43,871 3.4  105.4 

roll-out  45 197.5  11,812 0.9  103.9 

Tabled  44 193.1  11,638 0.9  102.3 

Tenancy  55 241.4  21,262 1.6  91.8 

Landlord  183 803.1  103,350 8.0  89.7 

constituency  72 316.0  33,270 2.6  88.9 

surcharge  47 206.3  18,581 1.4  85.2 

Migrants  75 329.1  39,232 3.0  82.0 

Biometric  45 197.5  18,476 1.4  81.9 

Landlords  29 127.3  8,134 0.6  78.8 

NHS  176 772.4  116,051 8.9  77.7 

Immigration  111 487.1  68,821 5.3  77.4 

Lettings  25 109.7  5,777 0.4  76.6 

order-making  17 74.6  102 0.0  75.0 

         

deportation  44 193.1  21,806 1.7  72.4 

         

         

         

         

Figure 1. A sample from the list of keywords form the Immigration Bill Corpus (lines including names and abbreviations 

have been removed) 

The corpus was then queried to explore the behaviour of specific words. Most students focused their attention on the 

words “immigrant” and “migrant” and noticed in the first place that as a debate on immigration, counting the lemma 

IMMIGRATION itself as a keyword with 414 occurrences (see Figure 1. above), the texts did not contain a high number 

of occurrences of the lemma IMMIGRANT itself, featuring instead the more ‘politically correct’ form MIGRANT as 

one of the keywords. Going back to the frequency list they noticed indeed that the lemma IMMIGRANT occurs only 

21 times in the whole corpus, almost invariably in the collocation with “illegal” (see Figure 2. below), whereas the 105 

occurrences of MIGRANT mostly referred to “economic migrants” and “temporary migrants”, with fewer examples for 

“illegal migrant” or “illegal migrants” (a datum which perfectly matches findings about usage of the word “migrant” in 

a recent corpus-based study by the Migration Observatory6). This triggered a question on whether there might be other 

                                                           
6 The Migration Observatory, “Migrants in the newspapers: An influx of illegal, failed, economic terrorists?”,, 

http://www.migrationobservatory.ox.ac.uk/press/migrants-in-the-newspapers-an-influx-of-illegal-failed-economic-terrorists/ 
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https://the.sketchengine.co.uk/bonito/run.cgi/view?corpname=user/Maristella/immigration_policy;usesubcorp=;q=q%5Bword%3D%3D%22roll-out%22%5D;complement_subc=0
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https://the.sketchengine.co.uk/bonito/run.cgi/view?corpname=user/Maristella/immigration_policy;usesubcorp=;q=q%5Bword%3D%3D%22constituency%22%5D;complement_subc=0
https://the.sketchengine.co.uk/bonito/run.cgi/view?corpname=preloaded/ententen12_1;usesubcorp=;q=q%5Bword%3D%3D%22constituency%22%5D;
https://the.sketchengine.co.uk/bonito/run.cgi/view?corpname=user/Maristella/immigration_policy;usesubcorp=;q=q%5Bword%3D%3D%22surcharge%22%5D;complement_subc=0
https://the.sketchengine.co.uk/bonito/run.cgi/view?corpname=preloaded/ententen12_1;usesubcorp=;q=q%5Bword%3D%3D%22surcharge%22%5D;
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https://the.sketchengine.co.uk/bonito/run.cgi/view?corpname=preloaded/ententen12_1;usesubcorp=;q=q%5Bword%3D%3D%22order-making%22%5D;
https://the.sketchengine.co.uk/bonito/run.cgi/view?corpname=user/Maristella/immigration_policy;usesubcorp=;q=q%5Bword%3D%3D%22deportation%22%5D;complement_subc=0
https://the.sketchengine.co.uk/bonito/run.cgi/view?corpname=preloaded/ententen12_1;usesubcorp=;q=q%5Bword%3D%3D%22deportation%22%5D;
https://www.sketchengine.co.uk/glossary-of-terms#freq/mill


‘labels’ used to refer to immigrants, which are to be considered as the main participants in the discourse world 

represented in the Immigration Bill. 

 

Figure 2. Concordance lines for the lemma IMMIGRANT form the Immigration Bill Corpus 

With this in mind, a new exploration of the frequency wordlist revealed the special function of the word “people”. As 

suggested in Mahlberg (2005: 99ff.), “people” belongs to the category of general nouns which may typically have what 

she calls a “local textual function” in terms of cohesion and coherence. In the case of “people”, as used in this corpus, 

what seemed noticeable was a repeated collocation with “who”, the strongest collocate computed by the system, which 

was taken as evidence of a tendency to use the word “people” with a qualifying post-modification. In the specific case 

of the Immigration Bill, the pattern “people who…” seemed indeed to perform the local textual function of introducing 

specific categories labelled through a periphrasis rather than directly through a more specific noun or a through a 

premodifier. One such category appears to be the one labelled as “people who have no right to be here” which, a close 

reading of excerpts from the debate suggests, can be related to unmodified “migrants” (rather than “illegal immigrants”) 

through patterns of coherence and cohesion: 

We always prefer people who have no right or valid leave to be in the United Kingdom to return home voluntarily. 

However, if they do not do so, it is right that they can be removed quickly and easily. The amendment is intended 

to ensure that a person must be given written notice of their removal. […] At the moment, migrants are told that 

they are not allowed to be here, and we have to tell them separately about their removal. (Mr Harper, Public Bill 

Committee, Tuesday 5 November 2013, Morning) 7 

Starting from this example, a more comprehensive exploration of concordance lines for the pattern “people who” 

revealed a large number of occurrences for such clusters as “people who are here illegally” (11), “people who have no 

right to be here /in this country” (7), or “people who should not be in this country” and a number of possible variants: 

- people who have no right or valid leave to be in the United Kingdom 

                                                           
 
7 http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201314/cmpublic/immigration/131105/am/131105s01.htm 
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- people who are told that they have no right to be in the country 

- people who have no right to be here,  

- people who have no right to be in this country  

- people who should not be here 

- people who do not have the right to remain in this country 

- people who have no right to be here. 

These variants indicate that the category of illegal immigrants is referred to in the texts of the debate in many different 

ways. Here is, by way of example, the complete list of concordance lines for “people who are here illegally”: 

 

 

Figure 3. A sample of concordance lines for the pattern “people who” from the Immigration Bill Corpus 

It is also interesting to note that the pattern “people who” has precisely the words “here”, “come”, and “illegally” as its 

most salient collocates (see Figure 4. below): 



 

Figure 4. A sample from the list of collocates for “people who” form the Immigration Bill Corpus 

 

Taking further advantage from the fact that in corpora compiled using the tools discussed in the present paper  each 

word still retains its link to the original web text, the post-modifying relative clause  “who have no right to be here”  was 

searched in the whole debate to highlight all possible forms of discursive formation of what could be well termed with 

van Dijk as an out-group (2006), consisting of people whose ‘negative’ representation is crucially grounded in this 

specific lack of the right of abode. Examples of postmodifying “who have no right to be here” were found to occur in 

particular in speech by the Minister for Immigration (Mr Harper), as in the following extract from the debate:  

9.15 am  

Mr Harper:  The right hon. Gentleman makes a good point about those who have no right to be here and the 

mechanism by which they are removed from the country. There are approximately 14,000 enforced removals a year 

whereby people are arrested, detained and then removed. Sometimes it involves hiring escorts and is an expensive 

process. About 29,000 people depart voluntarily. There are different levels of voluntariness; some go completely 

voluntarily, others we assist in their departure from the United Kingdom but without having to enforce it.  

The right hon. Gentleman is right. It could be argued that the first thing we should do with all those whose extension 

of leave is refused or who have no right to be here is arrest them, detain them and remove them. I would argue that 

that would not be a sensible use of taxpayer resources, because an enforced removal can cost about £15,000. That 

does not include the incredibly expensive cases where escorts have to be hired.  

When someone is refused leave to be in the United Kingdom or their leave is curtailed and they are told that they have 

no right to be here, the first option should be for them to leave voluntarily. A significant number do, and we have seen 

quite a lot of success in encouraging more people to leave the United Kingdom voluntarily. That is much better for 

them. It saves them having to go through the process of being arrested, detained and removed. It also means that they 

are much more likely in future to be able to return to the United Kingdom legally. If we have to use taxpayer resources 

to enforce their removal, we will put in place a 10-year re-entry ban. The limits are much lower if they remove 

themselves voluntarily.  



The right hon. Gentleman makes a good point. Part of what we are trying to do in the Bill is to make it more difficult 

to remain in the UK voluntarily, so that people who have no right to be here, of whom a significant number come 

here lawfully and then overstay, choose to leave voluntarily and we do not have to use enormous sums of money, 

which we get from hard-working families, to remove them. (Mr Harper, Public Bill Committee, Tuesday 5 November 

2013, Morning)8 

 

The repetition of the clause “who have no right to be here” and its variants is indeed worth further investigation, as it 

appears to have become a ‘formula’ which may have come to the Bill from the language of ordinary citizens, 

newspapers, speeches by politicians, and may well be interpreted in terms of intertextuality/interdiscursivity (Fairclough 

1992) as well as in terms of the vox populi strategy whereby other voices are incorporated in the language of politics 

and find there new resonance (Van Dijk 1993).  It comes certainly as no surprise that Home Secretary Teresa May closes 

her speech in the House of Commons at the second reading of the Immigration Bill on 22nd October 2013 with the 

words: 

Fixing the immigration system is not something that can be done overnight. There were too many problems 

with the system that we inherited for that to be possible. However, this Bill will help us further along that 

road. It is frankly ridiculous that the Government has to operate such a complex system to deal with 

foreigners who fail to abide by our laws. It is ridiculous that the odds are stacked in favour of illegal 

migrants. It is unacceptable that hard working taxpayers have to compete with people who have no right 

to be here.9 

 

In more general terms it could be argued that the preliminary cursory investigation of the corpus consisting of the 

complete Immigration Bill 2014 debate allowed a sort of “distant reading” (Moretti 2013), to borrow a highly evocative 

recently coined expression in the context of the digital humanities, which can complement and enhance other forms of 

linguistic investigation. This was for instance the case of the exploration of the loose pattern based on the repeated co-

occurrence of the two words “right” and “here”, observed in the examples above. The data retrieved from the corpus 

suggested that this pattern mostly corresponds to a general strategy of (de)legitimation whereby a discursive 

juxtaposition of two categories was created, i.e the ingroup of British citizens or people who otherwise have a right to 

be here, and the outgroup of those “who have no right to be here”: 

 

                                                           
8 http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201314/cmpublic/immigration/131105/am/131105s01.htm 
9 https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/speech-by-home-secretary-on-second-reading-of-immigration-bill 



 

 

 

Figure 5. Concordance lines for the pattern “right” + “here” from the Immigration Bill Corpus 

Examples like those briefly discussed above rest on the assumption that there is such a thing as the right of being 

“somewhere” which is being strongly re-asserted. Thanks to corpus-based evidence obtained from this quickly compiled 

corpus, “right” and “here” could thus be interpreted in the context of the Immigration Bill as two key lexical items which 

- by virtue of strong ideological implications (“right”) and pragmatic force (“here”) – significantly shape ongoing 

discourse on immigration in the UK.  

3.2. Sustainability in the World Tourism Organization 



The second case study concerns the compilation of a corpus of texts taken from the official website of the World Tourism 

Organization (WTO), the UN specialized agency for tourism. The corpus was compiled through the automatic download 

of a limited number of webpages using the URLs of each single page link available in the “UNWTO A to Z” section in 

the home page, as a heuristic method to get a small pilot corpus representative of ‘discourse’ within this specific 

organization. From this small pilot corpus, keywords were automatically extracted by comparison with a very large 

English reference corpus of English (enTenTen 2012). Using these keywords as seeds, and limiting the crawl to the 

WTO website itself, the process was run a second time to obtain a larger corpus. From this larger corpus (240.510 

words) a number of key terms and patterns were extracted as reported in Figure 7. below: 

 

Figure 6. Key terms extracted from the WTO Corpus  

 

At first glance the key phrases extracted appear to be indicative of the global approach of the  WTO to tourism discourse, 

as the list does not only contain obvious two or three word clusters like “tourism sector” “sustainable tourism”, “tourism 

development”, “tourism industry”, “private sector commitment”, but also includes a significant number of occurrences 

for “sexual exploitation”, “social dialogue”, “climate change”, “decent work”, “child labour”,  “child exploitation”, 

which are all together evocative of the wider spectrum of urgent issues which the WTO is to address at global level in 

the 21st century. For instance, a sample of concordance lines for the phrase “sexual exploitation” immediately suggests 

that this is a really crucial concern for the WTO, as it is mostly related to the exploitation of children in the sex tourism 

industry: 



 

Figure 7. Sample of concordance lines for “sexual exploitation” from the WTO corpus 

Similarly, such phrases as “social dialogue and “decent work” suggest a strong commitment by the WTO to implement 

the social dimension of sustainability, which is reflected in its discourse. As a matter of fact, one notices such emphasis 

on the social dimension of sustainability in a number of patterns of co-occurrence of “sustainable” words relating to the 

socio-economic domain.  Here is a sample of co-occurrence with “social”: 

 

Figure 8. Sample of concordance lines for “sustainable” + “social” 

 

More specifically, concordance lines for “social dialogue”, one of the key phrases computed by the system, suggests 

that this is something which discourse within the WTO is striving to promote, strengthen, or simply call attention to by 

stressing a lack: 



 

Figure 9. Sample of concordance lines for “social dialogue” from the WTO Corpus 

Finally, even the relatively obvious focus on “climate change” in WTO discourse shows that this key concern is not to 

be seen in isolation but as part of a more comprehensive policy, as in the following excerpt from a publication by the 

WTO on climate change and tourism, which provides evidence in context of patterns of co-occurrence for such key 

phrases as “climate change” and “poverty alleviation”: 

 

Figure 10. A screenshot from the WTO publication Climate Change and Tourism:  Responding to Global Challenges 

(2007) as accessed from the WTO corpus 

The presence of the phrase “poverty alleviation” in the context of a publication entitled 

Climate Change and Tourism:  Responding to Global Challenges (2007) reveals that poverty is a really key concern in 

WTO discourse on sustainable tourism development. Indeed, the most frequent collocates for “poverty” in the WTO 

corpus are “alleviation”, “reduction”, “eliminating”, “eradication”, but there is also clear reference to precise projects 

for sustainable tourism and the eradication of poverty (“ST-EP”) and to the Millennium Development Goals 

(“Millennium”) as shown in Figure 12. below. 



 

Figure 11. Sample of collocates for “poverty” from the WTO Corpus 

The collocations of “poverty” also indicate patterns of co-occurrence with words which concern issues apparently less 

obviously related to tourism, which the WTO nonetheless includes and foregrounds. For instance, one of the collocates 

for “poverty” is “gender”, which in turns refers to the question of “gender equality/inequality”. And a look at 

concordance lines for “gender” in this corpus suggests that a concern for gender issues in the tourism industry is part of 

the organization’s overall mainstreaming policy and inclusion strategies, which are connected to all other aspects, 

including climate change and decent work, as shown in some of the instances reported below: 

  



Figure 12. Sample of concordance lines for “gender” from the WTO Corpus 

The preliminary, cursory, exploration of corpus data from the WTO website thus contributes evidence of the holistic 

approach to tourism which is one of the main goals of the organization. Most of the terms and phrases computed by the 

system as ‘keywords’ can be subsumed under the commitment of the WTO to the implementation of sustainability 

within the tourism industry, which is by no means limited to environmental questions, but includes social and economic 

aspects too, as indicated by the three pillars of sustainability (social, economic, environmental) acknowledged 

worldwide.  

4. Conclusions 

The case studies reported are indicative of the possible benefits of investigating corpus data in the context of research 

or classroom activities not necessarily centred on corpus linguistics alone. The peculiarity of the corpora focused on in 

this paper is that they were built through semi-automated methods which reduce to a minimum the time spent in building 

the corpus. This suggests that these could perform well even as single use corpora to prompt classroom discussion or to 

provide subsidiary quantitative evidence to complement research carried out with other methods. In the case of the 

Immigration Bill 2014, the corpus consisting of the complete debate triggered questions about lexical choices in the 

representation of the category of migrants/immigrants in this specific context, providing evidence of the discursive 

creation of the opposed categories of people through recurring lexico-grammatical patterns, which could be further 

investigated with other methods. In the case of the WTO corpus, the simultaneous reading of a large number of texts 

taken from the organization’s official website provided evidence to support a view of a comprehensive commitment to 

sustainability issues in the context of WTO discourse. It is finally important to stress that - given the topicality of the 

issues discussed - the two corpora actually created a ‘snapshot’ of discourse at a certain point in time which could be 

easily reproduced (using the same criteria) at a different point in time in order to replace/integrate the data, with close 

to no effort. It is this last feature that, more than anything else, makes compiling and investigating corpora in this way 

a definitely ‘sustainable’ approach.  
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